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“Dog” the racist?
Duane “Dog” Chapman is in hot water
due to a phone conversation released by
The National Enquirer in which he uses
the N-word six times to describe his son’s
girlfriend. A&E, producers of Chapman’s
show, “Dog the Bounty Hunter,” have halted production pending an ofﬁcial investigation. A spokesman said in a statement
that they take the matter very seriously. In
the phone conversation, Chapman insisted that his son should break up with his
girlfriend. He was also concerned about
the girlfriend going public with details of
the his use of the N-Word. In a statement
by the TV star, he said that, “I did not mean
to add yet another slap in the face to an
entire race of people who have brought so
many gifts to this world.” Chapman is now
meeting with his spiritual adviser, Rev.
Tim Storey, who is black as well as others
so that they teach him the right things to
do to make things better.
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Rachel Howser
Staff Writer

O

n Saturday, October 27, the
ﬁrst ever Rose-Hulman/Harvey Mudd Puzzle Hunt occurred on each respective schools’
campus. Rose-Hulman mechanical
engineering professor David Fisher
and Harvey Mudd engineering professor Bob Scaffer organized the event to
hold a friendly competition between
U.S. News and World Report’s top two
engineering undergraduate programs
among schools whose highest degree
is a bachelor’s or master’s. Fisher revealed, “Bob Schaffer and I came up
with the idea. We were roommates in
grad school. I got my Ph.D. and went
to Rose, he went to Harvey Mudd.
We were playing on the same puzzle
hunt team for a Shinteki event and we
got to talking about the plan over the
summer.”
The event involved over 40 teams
of students and alumni from RoseHulman and Harvey Mudd. Fisher
explained, “Teams solved 16 puzzles
during the hunt. They would pick
up a puzzle, solve it, then figure out
where to go next. The clues were
placed all over campus and teams
traveled about four miles during
the event. Teams had seven hours
to complete the 16 puzzles. Then,
if they finished the first 16 puzzles,
they were given a more challenging
17th puzzle.” Junior mechanical engineering major Megan O’Brien said,
“I was so impressed with the response
of the Rose community. Teams were
very enthusiastic and it was amazing to see people’s different thinking
styles and strengths come into play.

Jim

Isaac Sachs

Sometimes we’d get stuck on a clue
and would have to wait for inspiration to strike and then approach it
from another angle entirely.”
The puzzle provided a variety of
both difﬁcult and humorous challenges. Junior electrical engineering
major Molly Nelis explained, “For the
ﬁrst clue everyone from Rose-Hulman had to call the teams from Harvey Mudd to get pieces of a word. It
was funny because my team was the
last to leave and our word was ‘slow.’”
Nelis continued, “Some of the clues
forced you to think in ways you normally wouldn’t. The ﬁrst thing my
team would do when we opened a
new clue was try to ﬁgure out what
it was asking us to do and how it was
hiding the information. It would be
fantastic fun to do another puzzle
hunt.” One of the more popular puzzles involved a message in a bottle.
Senior mechanical engineering major Matt DeVries stated, “My favorite
puzzle had to be the one where we
were given a laser etched glass bottle
and needed to line up the label in
such a way as to make ﬁrst semaphore and then binary appear. I wish
we would have another Puzzle Hunt
before the end of the year!”
The participants in the event
seemed to have an overall positive
experience. Senior mechanical engineering major Dave Schluneker
stated, “The puzzle hunt was really
a lot of fun. I hope they have more
in the future.” Nelis added, “I have
never had an afternoon pass so
quickly.” Senior mechanical engineering major Danny Sing simply
described the event as, “Oodles and
oodles of confusing fun.”

Andrew Carlson / Rose Thorn

Rose students work on
the ﬁrst puzzle during last
weekend’s puzzle hunt.
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Domino’s announced that, due to rising
costs of ingredients, they will be forced to
raise their prices. The major factors in this
price raise include higher prices for dairy
and wheat products due to bad weather in
Australia and Europe along with increasing demand in China. These ingredients
are vital to make the carboholic’s pizza
dream. The mozzarella is especially expensive because of China’s new found
taste for dairy. Droughts in Australia and
ﬂooding in Europe are destroying wheat
crops and causing price increases. The
price increase should be fairly minimal
according to the pizza chain.

T

he Rose-Hulman women’s soccer team will be hosting the
HCAC Women’s Soccer ﬁnal after the 4-2 win over Manchester this
past Wednesday. With the win, the
women improved to 18-2 on the season with its school record 15th consecutive victory.
On Wednesday, the women jumped
out to a 3-0 lead in the ﬁrst half to
gain a comfortable lead with two
goals coming from senior Julie Roebel and one from junior Liz Ridgway.
Manchester scored their ﬁrst goal 28
minutes into the second half but Roebel responded only 1:33 later to complete her hat trick while scoring her

19th goal of the season. Manchester
scored their ﬁnal goal of the season
with under two minutes left to make
the ﬁnal score of 4-2.
Senior Jennifer Gordon, who entered the match leading all NCAA Division III players in assists, provided
the assist on all four goals in the victory. Gordon has established a school
record with 25 assists this year and
holds the career school record of 48.
Rose will be competing for the
HCAC title and an automatic bid to
the NCAA Division III National Tournament. They will host Transylvania
in the HCAC ﬁnal tomorrow (Saturday) at 1:00 p.m. at Jim Rendel Field.
Rose-Hulman has never won a conference title in soccer, nor has it competed in the NCAA Tournament.

W

Pizza’s price on
the rise

Staff Writer

Hunting for the clues

A pair of scientists have released new
research saying that a common virus
could be killed using an extremely fast
pulsing laser, which doesn’t harm healthy
cells. This discovery may lead to cures for
other currently incurable viruses such as
HIV. Tests are already underway into how
to kill HIV and hepatitis. The laser works
by using the principle of forced resonance
by vibrating a virus at its resonating frequency until it essentially breaks. The
virus under experimentation was killed
using a laser energy level 40 times lower
than the amount that would harm human T-cells. The laser released the energy
in femtosecond pulses (one millionth of
a nanosecond). The technology has only
been successful in test tubes and must be
tested in animals and subsequently humans before the technology will reach the
medical mainstream.

Tim Boyer

Obama and Iran
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New virus-killer
on the horizon

Women’s soccer advances,
to host HCAC Women’s Soccer ﬁnal
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By Kyle Kamischke
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Instructions

Name-thatby J.P.
artist Verkamp

by Jim Sedoff

Solve the puzzle by changing or removing one letter
at a time to get from the ﬁrst word to the last. Then,
place the letter you removed in the appropriately
numbered blank at the bottom.

1
2

S

T A

R

T

Hint:
This guy will
probably
get mad
if you call
him a geek

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

E

• This week’s group is best
known for music that combines rock music with comedy
in a style best known as mock
rock. The duo met in Edinburgh, Scotland back when
both were traveling with a
theatrical group based in Los
Angeles.

• One year later, in 2001, this
band released their ﬁrst album which managed to reach
number 33 on the Billboard
charts. Despite the fact that
the band usually appears as
a duo, their album included
a full band backup. As the
younger of the two members
said at the time, “no one’s
ever heard us with a band.”
Following the release of the
album, the band released a
further pair of follow up singles.

• As do many other bands,
this band’s name comes from
a relatively unique origin. At
their ﬁrst live performance
in 1994, they put their band’s
name to a vote, ousting other
potential names such as “Pets
or Meat” and “Balboa’s Biblical Theatre” before ﬁnally settling on their ﬁnal name.

• Finally, in 2004, the band
began work on a film that
would portray a fictional account of the history of the
band and their rise to super-stardom. The film was
released earlier this year and
brought in a total of $13 million worldwide.

• Three years later, in 1997,
this group went on to produce and star in their own,
self-titled TV show. Although
six episodes were produced,
each 10-12 minutes in length,
only two were aired in 1997.
The other four were held until
later airing in 2000.

Last week’s artist was composer Yoko Kanno. For this
week’s answer, go to http://
www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn.

Find the answers at:
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6-5 5-4 5-6 8-9

CLASSIFIEDS
Sharp Flats

Sharp Flats

Thinking about living off-campus for the ‘08-’09 school year? Visit www.sharpﬂats.
com or call (812)-877-1146. Sharp Flats East located next to Rose-Hulman campus.
Sharp Flats in town located on or near South 6th Street.

5-6 bedroom apartment for rent, available now. Visit www.sharpﬂats.com or call (812)877-1146

Gibson Apartments

House for rent

1 - 2 -3 -4 bedroom apts. $390 and up some include all utilities but lights. NO pets.
Gibson Apts 234-4884.
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Trivia Night supports Riley Children’s Hospital
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Writing to
SAVE LIVES

Greek community holds letter
writing campaign for St. Jude’s
Tim Olmsted
Staff Writer

O

n Tuesday night, from
9:30 p.m. onwards, the
women and men of RoseHulman’s social fraternities wrote
2132 letters soliciting support for
St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital. In
addition to writing letters, those
in attendance could play Guitar
Hero, Dance Dance Revolution,
and Corn Hole, among others, as
well as eat popcorn, icees, and
pizza. WMHD provided music to
keep the atmosphere vibrant and
alive. Additionally, Interfraternity Council donated $500 worth
of prizes that were given away
throughout the evening.
People had a variety of reasons for participating in the letter writing, including, “Because
I’m a nice person,” and “I get to
hang out with my friends and get
to help a good cause at the same
time.” Helping St. Jude’s was not
the only reason; earning community service hours for a fraternity
and the possibility of winning
prizes.

Suzie Tatum, the representative
of St. Jude’s hospital in the Indianapolis region, explained what St.
Jude’s children’s hospital does. It
is a hospital whose purpose is to
“treat children with catastrophic
illnesses like cancer and AIDS.”
The money goes towards the
operating budget of the hospital
which is over two million dollars
a day. Additional money goes towards researching cures for cases
that St. Jude’s treats, independent
of outside funding. St. Jude’s does
this all without charging the patients they treat or their families.
St. Jude’s hospital treats about
4,900 patients annually, most
through outpatient services while
maintaining 60 beds for inpatient
care. Research performed by the
hospital is concentrated on cancer, acquired and inherited immunodeﬁciencies, infectious diseases, and genetic disorders. The
research performed at St. Jude’s
hospital resulted in one of their
scientists, Peter Doherty, winning
the 1966 Nobel Prize in medicine
for his work in understanding the
immune system.

NEWS

BSB3 opens doors for
trick-or-treat tradition
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Scott Gallmeier
Staff Writer

C

hildren prepared for tricks,
treats, and Halloween were
present this last Saturday,
October 27, for the annual Trickor-Treat with BSB 3. Students and
the children of faculty and staff
were invited to join the festivities of a decorated BSB 3 along
with plenty of sweets for every
wayfarer. This annual event is
sponsored by RHA and designed
to help get everyone into the Halloween spirit with a few hours of
early Trick-or-Treating.
The festivities began at 2:00
p.m. on Saturday afternoon with
the ﬁrst of the faculty and staff’s
children coming out in their costumes to be treated by the women of BSB 3. Everything from little
cows to little witches were seen
throughout the hall collecting
their sweet rewards. Nearly every
room had been well stocked on
candy supplies and the children
were greeted by cheerful smiling
faces.
According to Natalie Dickman,
junior biomedical engineer and
Resident Assistant on the ﬂoor, this
“is a great event that helps cheer
everyone up a little at a stressful
point in the term.” The children
also were treated with punch
and popcorn balls prepared by
the women of the ﬂoor. As a nonsugary treat, children could also
color-in various pictures provided
by the ﬂoor. In addition, from 2:45
until 3:00 p.m. students were invited for their own trick-or-treat
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Albert Mui / Rose Thorn

Freshman mechanical engineer Emma Carroll hands out candy to Jay
Evans, son of Associate Professor of Mathematics Diane Evans.
session with the women of the
ﬂoor. Kavitha Duvoor, a freshman
electrical engineer and resident of
BSB 3, made note of “the interesting and varied costume choices
that each of the student trick-ortreaters appeared in.”
Preparation for the festivities
began with the vividly decorated
ﬂoor that was easily noticeable
on ﬁrst arrival. The women had
prepared the ﬂoor with various
Halloween pictures, streamers,
and corn stalks to help everyone
with the mood. Many women of
the ﬂoor also found the Halloween spirit and dressed up along
with everyone else who visited

the ﬂoor. Playing an obvious
vital role, the snacks had to be
prepared and distributed, such
as the homemade popcorn balls
and “eye-ball” punch prepared
for the guests. All of these helped
add to the joy of the moment that
was provided by all of the cheerful children and students.
Kacie Dowers, a freshman
biomedical engineer, summed
the mood of everyone involved
when she said “It’s so relaxing to
get to see all of these kids and
just have fun for a day: no class
work to worry over, no grades to
worry over, and just general fun
for everyone.”

Pictures by Isaac Sachs
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Album reviews

Ben Collins
Guest Writer

“Favourite Worst
Nightmare” by
Arctic Monkeys
The bad boy British Rockers’
new album is one to behold. In
simplicity, this album grabs on
from the intro and never lets
go, wailing and shredding the
whole way through. A ﬁrst listen
through the album led down a
tricky road in understanding just
what the group was about, other
than rocking out with power
chords. It’s the lyrical mastery
though that really drives the
songs in addition to the intensity;
the vocalist isn’t fantastic and he
doesn’t have to be. As a follow-up
to their ﬁrst album (“Everything
they say I am, I’m Not”), which
had much acclaim, this album
is on par but does not surpass it.
This hopefully won’t be a declining trend for the band. Overall, a
superb album.
Songs I Recommend: “D is for
Dangerous,” “If You Were There,”
“Beware,” “This House is a Circus.”
Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 4 elephants

Read books?
Watch movies?
Listen to music?
Like things that are fun?
Tell us about it!
Send your reviews to
entertainment@
rose-hulman.edu

ENTERTAINMENT

“Zeitgeist” by The
Smashing Pumpkins
The sixth album in the Pumpkins’ line, performed only by
Billy Corgan and Jimmy Chamberlain, is the band’s ﬁrst album
in seven years; that’s a hell of a
tag line to an album. Believe it
or not though, it meets the hype.
The album as a whole is easily
recognizable as early Pumpkins
in the punk scene and not the
Eva Adore Pumpkins we became
familiar with in the late 90’s. The
album has 3 singles which never
really succeeded on the charts,
though “Tarantula” was the closest to reaching the top with a #2
slot on the Billboard charts. On a
whole, the album was good and
each song was its own individual experience. However, there
was deﬁnitely some drag on the
songs “United States” and “Pomp
and Circumstance.” There was
a lot of potential to be tapped
with this album which unfortunately wasn’t reached, but it is
deﬁnitely worth it to shell out
the dough and buy the album.
If you never liked the Pumpkins,
this album is not any kind of recreation of the band and it brings
back most of the original style of
the early years minus James Iha
and D’arcy Wretzky. I highly recommend this album to anybody
though and hope that maybe
some of the negativity with the
Pumpkins can be shaken off
with their latest.
Songs I Recommend: “Bring
the Light,” “Doomsday Clock,”
“Tarantula,” “7 Shades of Black.”
Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 3.5 elephants

The Rose Thorn

New game in “Ratchet and
Clank” series exemplary

Adrian Morris

The Crimson White
Finally, after a month or so, another AAA title has graced its presence onto the PlayStation 3. Insomniac Games gave the PS3 its ﬁrst
great game with “Resistance: Fall
of Man,” and after almost a year
they are back and ready to deliver
the goods once again. The colorful characters of the “Ratchet and
Clank” series are back in their ﬁfth
installment, “Ratchet and Clank:
Future Tools of Destruction.” So
how is their debut on the PS3?

Story

“Ratchet and Clank: Future Tools
of Destruction” focuses on Ratchet’s origins. In fact, longtime fans
of the series will ﬁnally learn what
a Wombax is and what happened
to the Wombax race. The wicked
emperor Percival, a Cragmite,
seeks to eliminate every Wombax
in the universe. When he learns
of Ratchet’s existence he immediately bombards Ratchet’s planet
with his army. Ratchet and Clank
try to defend their city, but they fail
to stop the invasion. Ratchet soon
learns he is the target of emperor
Percival.

Gameplay

Fans and newcomers to the
“Ratchet and Clank” series will
enjoy the wide variety of weapons
featured in the game. “Ratchet and
Clank: Future Tools of Destruction”
has more than 24 weapons. Each
weapon in the game is useful in its
own way. Some weapons disable
enemies with shields, while other
weapons are defensive and act as
self-turrets that react to enemies.
Each weapon can be upgraded to
do serious damage, but some of

the better weapons are so powerful that upgrading them seems ridiculous.
Some of the more comical
weapons are the groovitron and
the transmorpher. The groovitron
makes all enemies surrounding
Ratchet dance while disco music
plays, and the transmorpher transforms all enemies in an area into
penguins.
During early parts of the game,
players will ﬁnd some of the basic
enemies easy. Luckily, throughout
the game the enemies diversify
and become increasingly difﬁcult
to deal with. Advanced minions
take and deal much more damage
than just regular minions.
The enemy artiﬁcial intelligence
is aggressive and challenging. Because the enemies are dispatched
in groups with a combination of
different enemy types mixed into
the group, players are forced to always be thinking of the next move
or weapon to use.

Presentation

“Future Tools of Destruction”
has the best presentation level out
of the entire “Ratchet and Clank”
series. Players will drop their jaws
when they see the gorgeous Pixarquality graphics and animation.
Colorful hues light the vibrant levels and show the power of the PlayStation 3. Players will notice the
incredible smoke effects and will
be taken back at just how much action is going on in each level. The
game’s frame rate never slowed
down, and whether you play the
game in 480i, 480p or 720p the
game is visually pleasing. The level
design is superb and delivers some
of the best platforming action to
date.

The levels are vast and expansive, which provides ample space
for hidden items and unlockables.
“Ratchet and Clank: Future Tools
of Destruction” delivers 12 to 15
hours of gameplay, but ﬁnding all
of the weapons and unlockables
will take longer than 15 hours.
With so many missions and tasks
to complete on more than 16 different worlds, players will stay
glued to their TVs for hours.
Sound design and performance
is top-notch. If you have a home
theater system, this game will not
disappoint. There’s just so much action in the game that every speaker
will constantly be in use. Even the
ambient sound is on point. If you
do not own a home theater system,
then the game still sounds incredible, but you just will not hear a lot
of the minute noises.

Conclusion

“Ratchet and Clank: Future
Tools of Destruction” is a mustown title for fans of the series.
Newcomers will love the humorous dialogue and outrageous
weapons, while longtime fans of
the series will gaze upon the new
levels and graphics with awe. This
is one game that does not disappoint on any level, and is a rare
ﬁnd on any system.
If you still need a reason to buy
a PS3 and the recent price drop to
$400 is tempting you, then I highly
recommend this game to validate
the PlayStation 3. “Ratchet and
Clank: Future Tools of Destruction”
is an experience that you will only
ﬁnd on PlayStation 3, and it will not
disappoint you; whether you are a
hardcore gamer or a casual gamer,
this is a game that must truly be experienced by all.

“Musical Comedy Murders of 1940” still playing this weekend

Pictures by Isaac Sachs
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Know
Your
Internet
Internet
Internet
Engineering:
http://www.ble.org/

David Bander
Staff Writer
Seeing as how finals are coming up, I thought
I would help with your fundemental classes
this week.

Math:
http://3.141592653589793238462
6433832795028841971693993751
05820974944592.com/index1.
html

If you are having trouble with your Engineering
classes, you should join this Brotherhood for Engineers. I’m sure they can help you out with what
is railly important.

Physics:
I couldn’t think of anything so here is a hand
turkey. Gobble, gobble.

In case you need to be really accurate with that
circumference, here are a million digits of pi.

Biology:
http://www.crystalinks.com/shc.
html
Even more thought provoking than evolution or
the AIDS is spontaneous human combustion. If
you have a ﬁnal project to do for Bio 1 still, I would
recommend this incredibly scholarly topic.

Chemistry:
http://chemistry.com/
I haven’t been getting good grades in Chem 1 all
quarter, but with help from the Chemistry department and chemistry.com, I’m ﬁnally getting some!

What Can You Get
with Your Signature?
Mac & cheese for the semester
Textbooks — some even worth reading

A laptop that keeps you connected
X

(sign here)

What Can You Get with Our Signature Student Loan®?
Once you’ve tapped out all free money and federal student
loan options, fund the remaining cost of your education with
Sallie Mae’s popular private loan—the Signature Student Loan.

Wondering if you qualify?
For more information and to apply, go to

SallieMae.com/rose
SALLIE MAE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY OR DISCONTINUE LOAN PROGRAMS AT ANY TIME
WITHOUT NOTICE.
Signature Student Loans are funded by Sallie Mae Bank® or a Sallie Mae lender partner. Sallie Mae, Sallie Mae Bank, and
Signature Student Loan are registered service marks of Sallie Mae, Inc. SLM Corporation and its subsidiaries, including
Sallie Mae, Inc., are not sponsored by or agencies of the United States of America. Copyright 2007 by Sallie Mae, Inc.
All rights reserved. 9/07
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Mutual and index funds:
a dry but useful read
Christine Price
Staff Writer
It’s almost fall break and the
marvelous free time that is associated with it. Although sleeping
for 62 hours straight isn’t a bad
idea, spending a bit of that time
investing for the ﬁrst time — or
revising your portfolio if you already have one — is an even better plan. The only question is
what to invest in.
Everybody knows about stocks.
They can be risky, they can make
you rich, if you get enough you can
hold a not-very-hostile take over,
they often pay
dividends, etc.
Mutual funds
are much like
stocks. You buy
shares of them,
and resell them
for a proﬁt, with
luck. The difference is, with
stocks you are
betting on the performance of a
speciﬁc company. With mutual
funds, you are betting on the performance of a speciﬁc investor
(or investing company). With a
mutual fund you will have a portfolio that is much more diversiﬁed; instead of investing $1000
with 1 or 2 companies, that money will be invested in hundreds
or thousands of different stocks
and bonds and other investing
platforms that real people don’t
worry about. The catch? A load.
In exchange for actively manag-

“

ing the fund, the manager takes a
percentage of your earnings, and
this is called a load. Some funds
have rather low loads, but even
that can seriously eat up earnings.
Want an easy, well diversiﬁed
portfolio with a signiﬁcantly
lighter load? Try an index fund.
You’ve certainly heard of a few.
The NASDAQ, the Dow Jones,
and the S&P 500 are all index
funds. Instead of being actively
traded by a manager, these funds
follow the general trend of selected stocks. Some funds are very
well diversiﬁed, with investments
across many
industries
and in multiple companies. Some
index funds
focus on a
speciﬁc industry. This
way, you can
invest your
money in ﬁelds such as technology, without all of your dreams riding on a speciﬁc company. With
both index and mutual funds,
it’s possible to ﬁnd one that ﬁts
your goals. Some are targeted for
growth, others for stability. Some
only invest in companies that
share certain values, such as sustainability or vegetarianism.
There’s plenty more to learn
about investing. So pick up a
book, search the web, talk with
a ﬁnancial advisor, or just dive
right in!

With both index and mutual
funds, it’s possible
to ﬁnd one that
ﬁts your goals.

”

Balance in physical and
emotional well-being
Christopher Smith
Rose-Hulman Staff
Counselor
Exam time is just around the
corner. This tends to be a time of
great stress and anxiety in the life
of a college student. I have written
in the past about study skills and
time management: learning how
to use these skills appropriately
can make a world of difference
when it comes time for exams.
Another life skill that is important and helpful throughout your
time at Rose and even after you
graduate is the skill of self-care.
Your mind and body are two of
the most important tools that you
will use during your time here.
Just as you constantly take care to
regularly maintain and scan your
computer for viruses and malware, you need to regularly give
yourself time to rejuvenate and
make sure you stay healthy. Positive self care techniques should
incorporate three main areas: the
mind, the body, and needs that
are outside of the two.
The ﬁrst self-care piece that I
would like to talk about is physical self-care. When you are not
feeling healthy physically, it is
much harder to concentrate on
what needs to be done and on
completing your goals. Exercise
and healthy eating are important
ways to maintain your body. Also,
be aware that if you are feeling
sick, you should make an appointment to see a physician.
This way you may be able to get
better quicker.
The second piece is, of course,
the mind or emotional component of health. Learn to limit

yourself. As a student, you want
to achieve. You would not be here
if you didn’t, but you need to learn
to not stretch yourself. Saying ‘no’
can become a powerful remedy
for stress and overexertion. If you
know how to say ‘no’, you will be
able to focus on what you really
want to do and not on things you
may feel you should do. Also remember to give yourself permission to make mistakes. You are
human, and sometimes we make
mistakes or do not do things the
way we should have, and that is
ok. Learn from them and work to
not make them again. Mistakes
are only problematic when we
make no attempt to learn from
them.
Lastly, focus on the needs
you have beyond the mental or
physical. Take time to enjoy life
and your experiences. Taking a
few moments to slow down and
do something that nourishes
beyond eating. Develop a meditation or attend a service if you
wish. If you enjoy and are moved
by art, music, or literature take a
few moments to seek these things
out and give yourself time to enjoy them.
Remember that the most important thing is to take care of
yourself. Exam week and the end
of the quarter can be a difﬁcult
time, but if you take time to care
for yourself you can make it a
little easier.
This information is not intended to diagnose, treat, or prevent any disease or disorder. Nor
is it intended to replace a consultation with a mental health
provider.
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Obama buddies up to Iran?
And the
opinion
is...

Andrew Klusman
Opinions Editor
On October 31st, Barack
Obama, one of the numerous
Democratic Presidential candidates for the 2008 election, said
he would “engage in aggressive
personal diplomacy” with Iran
if he were elected President and
would offer economic incentives, in addition to a possible
promise not to seek a regime
change if Iran stopped meddling in Iraq and cooperated on
terrorism and nuclear issues.

Not only would he do this, but
there would be no preconditions on Iran for these talks.
This is a very bad idea.
First, this is a very bad idea
for the same reason Senator
Clinton thinks it is a bad idea
– a sitting American President
meeting and negotiating with a
leader of nation with aims contrary to America’s would serve
only to help America’s enemies
and adversaries in propaganda
wars.
Second, Iran is a rogue nation
with nuclear ambitions, and
a leader that is not able to be
trusted. Heck, he wouldn’t even
be taken seriously, given his
comments, except for the fact
that he has ambitions to acquire
nuclear weapons. In addition to
that, this is the same nation that
has held a conference on examining whether or not the Holocaust took place. Iran also has a

horrible track record on human
rights and has treated IranianAmerican scholars, academics,
and journalists badly (allowing them into the country, but
then jailing them when they
attempt to leave the country
on the grounds of trumped up
espionage charges and of being
a threat to the stability of the regime).
Iran’s president, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, has even vowed
to wipe Israel off of the map.
Yes, a whole country, and Israel
at that (of course, him doing
so is another story, just look at
what happened in the Six-Day
War, when Israel had a decisive
victory over four separate countries). Does this sound like a
reasonable country and leader
that we want to give economic
incentives to? Keep in mind Iran
is the second largest Organization of the Petroleum Exporting

Countries (OPEC) member, so
they aren’t exactly hurting with
gas prices skyrocketing through
the roof. No, it isn’t, and we
shouldn’t have a Presidential
candidate speaking of such a
possibility.
In
addition
to that, Senator
Obama
would
seek to give Iran
membership in
the World Trade
Organization
(WTO),
something that is valued in the realm
of world economies because of
its ability to resolve economic disputes and
impose trade rules. Aside from
economic guarantees, Senator Obama wants to give safety
guarantees. This is the same
country that is being accused of

supporting and supplying antiAmerican forces in Iraq (this
from a candidate that “supports
the troops”). These guarantees
are not those of the sort that
should be given pre-emptively.
They should
be
given
after-thefact, after a
country has
shown trustwor thiness,
not a country that has
shown itself
to be counter
to American
policies.
It
scares
me to do this, but here I must
agree with Senator Clinton
– Senator Obama is not experienced enough to succeed in
governing this country from a
foreign policy perspective.

either. When one totals all of
the above information, the total
cost of the war in Iraq weighs in
at over $464 billion.
So what else could $464 billion buy? According to the
National Priorities Project at
http://nationalpriorities.org,
that much money could buy
over four million housing units
for those without homes, pay
for over eight million additional
elementary school teachers for
one school year, or provide insurance for almost three-hundred thousand children for a
year.
And if $464 billion is too large
of a number to consider, then
what about $195 million? That’s
an estimate of how much the
war is costing the American taxpayer each day! That’s enough
for three quarters of the RoseHulman population to receive a
full ride for four years. Or, considering the rising prices of gasoline, one could provide a year’s
worth of fuel for almost 100,000
Americans. Or, we could combat world hunger: $195 million
could feed all of the starving
children around the world—
four times over!
Whether or not the initial
reasons for going to war in Iraq
were valid, the fact remains that
the war has cost American taxpayers an incredible amount of
money—money that could go to
a number of other uses.

John Pinkus

an individual rather easily. I
understand the concept that if
you demonstrate effort to ensure that your physical appearance is undisheveled, you might
demonstrate the same amount
of effort in other aspects of your
life. In turn, this would lead
to the thought that you would
be an advantageous addition
to the company’s workforce.
Though in reality, it just represents how much money you
currently have at your disposal.
Furthermore, it
is a glorious way
to be disingenuous, due the fact
that a person
can be wearing
a
three-piece
Armani suit and
look “more professional” than
another person
who has much
higher credentials
than
a
handmade Italian suit wearing
person.
I have been told to ensure that
I make a “good first impression”
on any possible employer, yada
yada yada. It has been drilled
into our craniums how important these meetings are and
how they have a lasting effect
on the relationship between individuals. Though, how can a
person that has a slight indication of cognitive ability actually
put any credence into this line
of reasoning? I can describe
to you a plethora of individuals who turned out to not fit my
first impression of them. For
instance, too many times I have
heard people say, “Well, when
you get to know him...” I do not
think it is physically possible to
be able to judge a person’s ethos
by a single meeting. Even if you
do think that, you are simply resorting to stereotypes.
Naturally, an interviewer
doesn’t have the luxury of having multiple meetings (they
might have two) with a perspective employee, to truly understand a person’s character.
An individual who normally is
full of cynicism and apathy can
present himself mirthfully and
full of ambition (a real “go-getter”). Then, this individual, after receiving his employment,
will slowly revert back to his
normal self-deprecating state;

but is that really a problem for
the company? If that was a problem, then the interview process
would be a much more rigorous
venture. Something like only
hiring someone after a successful completion of an internship
or co-op for the same company
he is applying to.
The hiring process isn’t that
rigorous, and it must work out
for the betterment of both parties involved the majority of the
time. If that is the case, what
is so special
about
the
person that is
being hired?
R e g a r d less of how
they present
themselves
while being
interviewed,
they are going to behave
differently
once
employed. I am sure that employers understand this fact, thus
they will simply use a resume
to decide who they are going
to hire. Though, this can also
artificially demonstrate certain
attributes an individual doesn’t
contain. Ergo, the two main devices for securing employment,
the interview and resume, can
be considered a farce to a cynical individual. That being the
case, what other aspects do they
utilize in determination of employment? I believe that would
be the $64,000 dollar question,
and I have less than a grand in
my checking account.

The cost of war

J.P. Verkamp

Staff Writer
What college student wouldn’t
want to have their college education paid for?
Well, then think about this:
Imagine taking the money spent
on the war in Iraq to date and
distributing an equal amount to
each of the roughly 16 million
college students in this country.
If this were possible, then every
single student would be able
to afford a full year’s tuition at
Rose-Hulman or four years of
tuition at many public schools.
By taking into account incremental costs in both military
and non-military sectors, one
can determine a general estimate for the cost of the war in
Iraq (plus or minus a few billion
dollars). Incremental costs include only the costs above and
beyond those that would apply
during normal times. For example, a soldier’s regular pay is
not included in the above total,
but additional combat pay is included.
In addition, potential future costs are not included. As
such, medical costs for future
veterans are not included in
the total. Also, since the war
is being funded by increasing
the national debt, the increase
in interest will further inflate
the cost of war; however, this
has not been added to the cost

“

It scares me to
do this, but I must
agree with Senator Clinton...

”

Are your shoes shined?

Staff Writer
You only have 40 minutes to:
summarize your entire academic career, explain all of your past
experiences in a multi-S.T.A.R.
format, demonstrate that you
can log on to a website and regurgitate generalized information from said website, ask the
proper questions to have a perception of interest, and listen
carefully to information you will
not remember the next day. At
the same time, you must present
yourself as a person that is willing to work with others, maintain eye contact even when it
isn’t given back to you, and you
must dress in attire that is befitting a “professional individual.” Finally, before you depart
and thank an individual who
is getting paid to talk to you, it
is important to make sure that
when your right hand touches
the individual’s right hand, the
encounter is of a firm variety.
From that short encounter the
course of your entire life can be
determined; but what exactly
are they looking for?
When it comes to the attire,
doesn’t an interviewer realize
that most people don’t dress like
that every day? The interviewer
should be reminded of this
when he is wearing a polo shirt
with his company’s logo, instead
of wearing an item of clothing
that can be used to asphyxiate

What could we buy instead of a war?
•$195 million Cost to American taxpayer each day we
are in Iraq
•4.2 million Amount of additional housing units that
could be built in America
•8.1 million Additional public school teachers that
could be hired for one year
•61.6 million Number of children that could attend a
year of Head Start pre-schooling
•279 million Number of children that could be insured
for one year
•22.5 million Students that could be provided a fouryear scholarship at public universities

“

I have been told
to ensure that I
make a “good ﬁrst
impression...”

”

Do you want to
see a certain topic
featured on the
Opinions page?
Let us know!
e-mail: opinions@
rose-hulman.edu
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Men’s season ends
in heartbreak

Engineer Scoreboard
Volleyball
12-18 (0-8)

Men’s Soccer
12-6-2 (6-1-1)

October 27
Rose-Hulman
at Hanover College

1
0

October 30
Manchester College 0 (3)
at Rose-Hulman
0 (2)

Women’s Soccer
18-2 (8-0)

October 27
Rose-Hulman
at Centre College

0
3

October 27
Rose-Hulman
at Piedmont College

0
3

October 28
Rose-Hulman
at Loyola (La.) College

0
3

October 27
Rose-Hulman
at Hanover College

1
0

October 28
Rose-Hulman
at Piedmont College

0
3

October 30
Manchester College
at Rose-Hulman

2
4

October 31
Rose-Hulman
at Anderson University

0
3

Football
6-3 (3-3)

October 27
Rose-Hulman
33
at Anderson University 15

Riﬂe
1-2

October 27
Morehead State
at Rose-Hulman

7

Tim Boyer
Staff Writer
This past Tuesday, the men’s
soccer team fell in a heartbreaker of a soccer game as Manchester advanced to the HCAC Final
on penalty kicks. The game was
scoreless for 110 minutes of play
with Manchester out-shooting
Rose by a margin of 21-14. Senior Trey Buck left the Spartans
without a goal on two saves.
After the regulation time and
two over time periods, Rose was
outscored 3-2 in the shootout
period. After Rose missed the
ﬁrst two shots and Manchester

October 30
Score by Half

had made their ﬁrst two, hope
was renewed when junior Trevor
Miller made his shot and Manchester’s Elie Francois hit the
right post. Following that, both
Rose and Manchester made a
shot but the shootout was decided when Rose missed their ﬁfth
attempt.
With the loss, the Engineers
complete the season with a record of 12-6-2. The senior class
of Trey Buck, Keegen Gumbs and
Matt Trowbridge has led RoseHulman to a mark of 46-28-4
over the last four years, including a record of 39-14-4 over the
last three seasons.

1

2

OT

Manchester...............0
Rose-Hulman.......... 0

0
0

0
0

O2 SO Final
0
0

3
2

-

3
2

0
1

Women’s Cross Country
October 27
HCAC Championships
Hanover, IN

3rd of 9 teams

Men’s Cross Country
October 27
HCAC Championships
Hanover, IN

3rd of 9 teams

Swimming and Diving
October 27
Rose-Hulman Relays
Terre Haute, IN

M-1st, W-2nd

Isaac Sachs / Rose Thorn

Junior Trevor Miller powers past a Manchester defender in the Engineer defeat
on Tuesday.

Pictures by Isaac Sachs

Football clinches winning season
head coach Steve Englehart.
The Anderson offense feaThe football team clinched its tured Chase Thurston passing
second consecutive winning sea- for 159 yards on 20-32 through
son and improved to 6-3 overall the air with one rushing touchwith a 33-15 victory over Ander- down. Denny Kimmel was limson University in Heartland Col- ited to 54 yards on 14 carries, but
legiate Athletic Conference foot- the standout added 180 yards on
four kickoff returns.
ball on Saturday.
The Engineer defense featured
Junior Bryan Wong rushed for
senior Austin
a game-high
Hastings lead122 yards on
10 carries with
ing the team
two
touchwith
nine
tackles.
Sedowns to lead
the Engineer
nior Nick Klaserner added
offense.
eight stops for
Through
Rose-Hulman.
the air, sophoRose-Hulmore
Derek
Eitel
comman opened
pleted 16 of 33
the
scoring
passes for 159
with a defenyards and one
sive
touchtouchdown to
down late in
Rose-Hulman News the ﬁrst quarbalance
the
369-yard of- Bryan Wong rushed for 122 yards and ter.
Sophofensive effort. a pair of scores.
more Kyle SteFreshman
vens snagged
Reed Eason paced the receiving an interception on the eightcorps with seven catches for 92 yard line and returned it to the
yards and one score.
endzone, giving the Engineers a
“We pounded the ball pretty 7-0 lead.
effectively on the ground, but
The Engineer offense marched
we took our shots and did well 45 yards in nine plays to make
in the passing game also. We the score 10-0 with 6:03 left in
swarmed to the ball defensively the ﬁrst half. Senior Jeremy
and were able to make enough Sharp booted a 27-yard ﬁeld
plays to win,” said Rose-Hulman goal to give Rose-Hulman a two-

score advantage.
Anderson standout Denny
Kimmel returned a kickoff 75
yards on the next possession
to set up a 20-yard ﬁeld goal by
Tristan Cork that closed the Engineer lead to 10-3 in the second
quarter.
Rose-Hulman reasserted control on the ensuing kickoff, when
junior Tim Schrock sprinted 53
yards on the return. Eitel connected with Eason on a 14-yard
pass, then Wong sprinted 18
yards for a touchdown that put
the Engineers ahead 17-3 with
3:01 left in the second quarter.
The Engineers turned a successful onside kick into a touchdown to start the second half.
Sophomore Pat Duncan recovered the onside kick, then the

Extra Large
One-Topping

999

Campus Only

Engineers marched 11 plays for
the score.
Eitel capped the drive with an
11-yard touchdown pass to Eason on an acrobatic catch for his
fourth score of the season.
Anderson closed within 24-9
with a 12-play, 76-yard drive that
ended on the ﬁrst play of the
fourth quarter. Chase Thurston
recorded the touchdown on a
three-yard run, before a missed
extra point left Rose-Hulman’s
lead at 15 points.
The Engineers increased the
advantage to 18 points at 27-9
on its next possession. Sophomore Calvin Bueltel returned
the Anderson kickoff 53 yards,
then Sharp booted a 25-yard
ﬁeld goal to give Rose-Hulman a
three-score lead.

1234 WABASH AVE.
Store Hours...
Mon-Wed: 9am - 1am
Thurs-Sat: 9am - 2am
Sunday: 12pm - 12am

232-PAPA

Kimmel returned the ensuing
kickoff 79 yards for a touchdown,
although a missed two-point
conversion kept Rose-Hulman’s
lead at 27-15 with 11:27 left.
Wong added his second touchdown of the day on a 39-yard
touchdown run with 5:43 left in
the fourth quarter, pushing the
Engineer edge to 33-15. Wong
powered over a pair of Anderson
defenders on the run to the left
pylon.
Rose-Hulman improved to
6-3 on the season and has an
opportunity to record its best
season since 1994 during next
weekend’s Senior Day matchup
against Manchester College at
Cook Stadium. The Engineers
also improved to 3-3 on the conference campaign.

One Large
One-Topping
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Wacky prof quotes
“Show of hands, who wants
69?” – Dr. Sutterer, who advises us not to make decisions like this in practice
“If you cheat I will kill you”
– Dr. Cornwell, on an upcoming exam
“If I am not caught up by
Monday, kill me and my
life will be easier.” – Dr.
Bremmer
“IRAs just spend it... I’ll never
retire, you’ll never retire,
don’t worry about it.” – Dr.
Serbezov
“So, what do you guys think
about joints? They’re good
right?” – Dr. Evans, on
more joint distributions
“Do not let the fact that people from Australia suck inﬂuence your conclusion.”
– Dr. Mohan
“I don’t think I’ve given a
PowerPoint presentation
in which stuff blew up.”
– Dr. House
“Little Spanish school-children have to use the round
scissors; we’re big and can
use the point scissors.”
– Dr. Gardner
“You can’t win, you can’t
break even, and you can’t
get out of the game.” – Dr.
Olson, summarizing the
ConApps course

Top Ten ways to recover after 9th week

Matt Melton and Molly Gillam and Alex Clerc
Staff Pwnzillas

10. Kill two birds with one stone: fall asleep in your shower.
9. Try to go a day without using a computer. Seriously, try it!
8. Perform the classic Nintendo cycle – beat Metroid, Zelda, and all
three Mario games in one sitting (mega-props if done blindfolded).
7. Lake Melton again! – but only this Saturday, November 3rd between 11 a.m. and 5 a.m. Eastern Standard Time.
6. Give your RA the Flipside special – tape everything to the ceiling
(and I mean EVERYTHING).
5. Steal all of your friends’ stress busters from the learning center,
and connect them all together into a super giant stress buster…and
bust some super stress!
4. 48 straight hours of Guitar Hero… or learn how to play a “real”
guitar.
3. Take a relaxing bath in a tub of non-Newtonian ﬂuid.
2. Enjoy the “picnic” that is 10th week.
1. Forget the 2048 oz. Mountain Dew... Go with a 2048 of Natty Ice.

How to lake your RA
Matt Melton
Staff Koopa Troopa
1. Lure the RA out of the Res Hall
and towards the pier.

2. Out-number the target by at
least twice Rose odds (ten to one).
3. Empty pockets (of both the lakee
and the lakers) and let ‘er lake!

This day...

1947:

The “Spruce
G o o s e ”,
the brainchild of Howard
Hughes, becomes the largest
airplane ever to ﬂy. Sadly, the
Spruce Goose was Hughes’s
last success; the Pine Swine,
Birch Perch, Steel Eel, Beech
Leech, and Glass Ass were all
terrible failures.

...in history
In addition...
You wanted penguins, so
penguins you shall get. All
hail our new school mascot.

R
H
I
T
Pissed-off
Penguins

James Zhou

“I could stuff a pipe full of
rocks.” – Dr. Artigue, on
questionable
teaching
practices

Staff Boo

“I typically bend over.” – Dr.
Artigue, with too much information

Deming Zero provides a textbook example of proper
laking technique.

Clerc’s Farewell

I packed my bags last night,
pre-ﬂight. In two weeks I’ll be on
co-op in Nottingham, England...
and I’m gonna be shirt and tie as
a kite by then.
I’ll be the ﬁrst to admit it: there’s

Erin Hudson - Staff Cartooninator

Happy Halloween:
Hauntin’ the Haute

“I forgot to put a belt on this
morning, so if my pants
fall down…” – Dr. Lugenbiehl, making up an excuse for mooning us

Send your prof quotes to
ﬂipside@rose-hulman.edu

The Rose Thorn

so many times I’ve let you down, so
many times I’ve played around...
which reminds me, sorry about
spinning your meat. Anyway, I’ll
tell you now that they don’t mean
a thing.

My biggest regret will be missing
Thanksgiving. They don’t celebrate
that in England. In fact, they’re sad
it happened. Other than that, this
is gonna be sweet.
Have a great winter term...

Ah, Rose-Hulman. Located between nowhere and huh?, with
only a single major highway
nearby. Surrounded by woods so
thick you wouldn’t have known
of its existence if not for the near
constant stream of Taco Bell
runs that torrent onto Wabash
Avenue. Built over an ancient
burial ground for insects and
small mammals, it is no wonder
that the undead haunt her halls.
I do not speak of the students
stumbling into class at 8:05 and
those that take to moaning about
brains during tests, for I have it
on good authority that they are
not actually zombies. The fact
that they stink terribly and wear
moldy rags is merely due to poor
hygiene and a wayward sense of
fashion.
I’ve always suspected that
there was something odd about
this campus. Every night as I go
to sleep, I would hear the ghostly
sounds of keyboards clicking
away into the night. Every two
weeks or so, the student body
suddenly become dejected and
listless, almost as if something
was draining the life right out of
them. Perhaps the most dramatic
of these strange cycles occur every third full moon, when the older students barricade themselves
inside their rooms; busily writing arcane symbols onto crossed
paper and rapidly reading large
books speaking an incomprehensible secret language. After that
strange week passes, many fresh-

The meatballs ghost is not
to be confounded with the
Spaghetti Monster , the chief
deity of Pastafarianism.
men simply disappear from this
world, their names mentioned
only in hushed whispers.
Of course, one must not forget
to mention the meatballs ghost.
It is said that sometime in the late
1900’s, a girl died of lead poisoning while taking her conservation
principles and balances test because she had a habit of chewing her mechanical pencil when
she was nervous. For years afterwards, her ghostly voice could
be heard moaning “meatballs…
meatballs… meatballs…” in the
halls with high concentrations
of chemical engineers. Strangely
enough, this ghost has not been
seen in recent years. There are
rumors ﬂoating around that say
she has relocated to the Woods as
a professor of undeadology because “she was tired of the people laughing instead of scream in
fear whenever she moaned about
meatballs; it was extremely disrespectful and hurtful to her role as
a currently-dead-but-previouslyalive-person.”

All unattributed material created by Alex Clerc. The stuff in the Flipside never has and never will reﬂect the opinions of the Rose Thorn at large. And no more Flipsides till winter term... so try to savor this one. Unless you hate it. If you hate the Flipside, start writing for us.
Or make an anti-Flipside. If you don’t know by now that Pastafarianism is actually a religion, you should check it out. I’m addicted to The Dog’s music video, “Your momma’s on crack rock”. But at least I’m not addicted to crack rock... or pop rocks. Or fraggle rock.

